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Abstract: The ability of pollen to enable the glaciation of supercooled liquid water has been 
demonstrated in laboratory studies; however, the potential large-scale effect of trees and 
pollen on clouds, precipitation and climate is pressing knowledge to better understand and 
project clouds in the current and future climate. Combining ground-based measurements of 
pollen concentrations and satellite observations of cloud properties within the United States, 
we show that enhanced pollen concentrations during springtime lead to a higher cloud ice 
fraction. We further establish the link from the pollen-induced increase in cloud ice to a 
higher precipitation frequency. In light of anthropogenic climate change, the extended and 
strengthened pollen season and future alterations in biodiversity can introduce a localized 
climate forcing and a modification of the precipitation frequency and intensity. 

 
One-Sentence Summary: Enhanced amount of cloud ice and precipitation in presence of 
airborne pollen. 
 
 
Clouds may consist of supercooled liquid water in a temperature range between 0 °C and –38 
°C. Whether or not the cloud glaciates in this temperature regime depends on the availability 
of a subset of atmospheric aerosol particles, the ice nucleating particles (INP), which enable 
the freezing of supercooled liquid droplets or haze particles via heterogeneous freezing 
mechanisms. The thermodynamic state of clouds is of particular importance for their 
propensity to form rain. The vast majority of rain events originate from ice clouds (1,2). It 
has been demonstrated that pollen are among the aerosol species that may serve as INP (3-8). 
While the contribution of pollen to the glaciation of mixed-phase clouds is thought to be 
rather small on a global scale compared to other INP like dust, they can nevertheless play an 
important role on regional and seasonal scales (6,9). 
Laboratory studies, investigating the freezing temperature of supercooled water droplets with 
an embedded pollen grain indicate that most pollen may induce freezing in a temperature 
range between -15 °C and -25 °C (10). To reach this temperature regime, pollen have to be 
transported into higher layers of the atmosphere where such temperatures are reached. 
Ground-based lidar observations have revealed that layers containing pollen may reach those 
temperature regimes, being lifted by vertical mixing due to convection and turbulence, or due 
to large-scale uplift (11). Due to their relatively large size, whole pollen grains have a limited 
residence time in the atmosphere before they are removed by gravitational settling (12,13). 



However, it is not the whole pollen grain itself but rather macromolecules on their surface 
that act as INP (e.g., 6,7,14-16). Under humid conditions, pollen grains rupture into sub-
pollen particles. Due to their smaller size, these particles have a longer residence time in the 
atmosphere and can reach higher altitudes than a whole pollen grain, increasing their ability 
to act as INP in the mixed-phase temperature regime (6,13,17). 
While the ice activity of pollen is widely researched in laboratory studies, so far there is no 
evidence on the role of pollen for cloud glaciation from observations at a large scale. In this 
study, we, therefore, aim at assessing whether the effect of pollen on the cloud ice fraction in 
the heterogeneous freezing temperature regime can be quantified using ground-based pollen 
concentration and satellite observations of clouds and whether this induces an increased 
precipitation frequency in mixed-phase clouds as illustrated in Fig. 1. 
 

Results: 

As a proxy for pollen concentration in the atmosphere, we employ ground-based pollen 
concentration observations, collected from stations within the United States (US; the location 
of pollen stations used is given in fig. S1). Data from these pollen stations are disseminated 
by the National Allergy Bureau (NAB), which is part of the American Academy of Allergy, 
Asthma and Immunology (AAAAI). In this study, we use pollen concentrations collected by 
more than 50 surface stations from 2007 to 2016. These stations use volumetric air samplers 
from which the daily pollen concentrations are derived. Wozniak et at. (18) showed that two 
distinct maxima in pollen concentration can be identified in the US, one during spring and 
one in fall, which can be consistently identified across all regions of the US. In the following, 
we will focus on the springtime (March-April-May, MAM) maximum, to which mostly 
deciduous broadleaf trees contribute. As shown in Fig. 2, the emission of different pollen taxa 
in this period is strongly temporally correlated, making it difficult to disentangle the effect of 
a single pollen taxon. Therefore, we decided to simplify our analysis by only using the total 
pollen concentration observed at the respective stations as a proxy for pollen concentration in 
the atmosphere. 

In the following, we compare cloud properties between high and low pollen conditions. Low 
pollen conditions are defined as situations where pollen concentration, as measured at the 
surface, is less than 10 m-3, whereas pollen concentration is considered to be high when 
pollen concentrations of larger than 60 m-3 are observed. The upper threshold of 60 m-3 is 
representative of the mean in total pollen concentration during MAM in the USA (see Fig. 2). 

To explore the effects of pollen on cloud glaciation, we first employ data from passive 
satellite remote sensing, and in a second step, also active remote sensing is used. The 
advantage of the former is the much larger statistical sample due to the wide swath. The 
advantage of the latter is a less uncertain determination of the cloud thermodynamic phase. 
As passive remote sensing dataset, we use ice fraction as a function of cloud-top temperature 
derived from Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) Level-2, Collection 
6.1 at a horizontal resolution of 1 km (19). An evaluation of the employed MODIS retrieval 
algorithm for cloud phase shows good agreement with cloud phase derived from the 
spaceborne CALIPSO lidar (20), providing confidence in the retrieved ice fraction. Around 
each pollen station, we consider the MODIS retrievals within a circle with radius of 100 km, 
inside which we assume the pollen concentration to be represented by the one observed at the 
surface pollen station. Sensitivity studies demonstrated that the results are independent of the 
exact choice of radius (not shown). 



Figure 3 shows the mean difference in ice fraction as diagnosed from the MODIS dataset for 
cases with high and low pollen concentrations. We find a maximum in the difference between 
high and low pollen conditions at around -20 °C, which is most strongly expressed in March 
and April and is slightly reduced in May. For all months, the positive difference in ice 
fraction is statistically significant for a cloud top temperature range between -17 °C and -23 
°C. This increased ice fraction is in good agreement with the freezing temperature of a water-
embedded pollen grain between -15 °C and -25 °C, reported in laboratory studies (10). We 
would like to remark that for temperature greater than -13 °C, the cloud phase retrieval of 
MODIS gives large weight towards the liquid phase (supplemental material in 20), so 
difference between high and low pollen concentrations are close to zero in that temperature 
regime.  
An important aspect to discuss is the change of sign in the ice fraction difference for 
temperatures lower than -25 °C. While the difference is negative in March, it is positive in 
April and May. We argue that probably neither signal is attributable to pollen. Rather, during 
springtime, the atmospheric stratification is becoming increasingly unstable with time and, 
therefore, more convective, causing an alteration in cloud microphysical properties. This 
transition can be identified when comparing cloud ice fractions at the end and beginning of 
each month, where the difference in ice fraction is always negative for the springtime months 
(fig. S2). As pollen concentration is strongly increasing throughout March and is decreasing 
throughout April and May (Fig. 2), sampling for high and low pollen condition also implies 
an implicit temporal sampling. For that reason, the positive cloud ice fraction differences in 
March for temperatures less than -25 °C can be attributed to a negative temporal trend in 
cloud ice fraction towards the end of the month. This signal flips in sign in April and May, as 
there is now a decreasing trend in pollen emission towards the end of the month. Looking at 
geographical differences in ice fraction (fig. S3), we find that the reported signals in ice 
fraction for temperatures less then -25 °C mainly stem from eastern USA, where the 
reduction in ice fraction in March can mainly be attributed to northeastern part of the USA, 
whereas the southeastern part is causing the enhanced ice fraction. 

As also other aerosol species like dust may act as INP in the temperature range where pollen 
are ice active, we further investigated whether the presence of pollen is spatiotemporally 
correlated with other aerosols. We compared the pollen concentration observed at the pollen 
station with the column load of other aerosol species from the Copernicus Atmospheric 
Monitoring Service (CAMS; 21), which assimilated MODIS aerosol retrievals (22) into the 
model of the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (23). No or only a 
weak, but negative correlation of pollen with other aerosol species is found (fig. S4). As 
pollen and general aerosol load seem to be slightly negatively correlated, the positive signals 
in the difference in ice fraction in April and May, when pollen concentration is already 
decreasing but the general aerosol load is increasing (not shown), can potentially be related to 
other aerosol species that act as INP for temperatures less than -25 °C, which seems to 
particularly effect the southeastern USA. 

To verify the results from MODIS, we additionally employed data from active satellite 
remote sensing. We use DARDAR (raDAR/liDAR; 24), which combines information from a 
spaceborne cloud radar (CloudSat; 25) and cloud lidar (CALIPSO; 26). In particular, we 
utilize the so-called DARDAR_MASK product, which contains information on atmospheric 
features like the phase state of hydrometeors as well as the presence of atmospheric aerosols. 
The difference in cloud ice fraction as a function of cloud top temperature for DARDAR is 
shown in fig. S5. We again find an increased ice fraction which peaks at -20 °C. While the 
maximum is in accordance with the MODIS-derived difference in ice fraction, the 
DARDAR-derived positive difference in ice fraction extends towards warmer temperatures 



up to the freezing point. The difference to MODIS can be related to the more sensitive cloud 
phase retrieval of DARDAR with respect to ice clouds especially at temperatures greater than 
-10 °C. According to laboratory studies, pollen are not considered to be strongly ice active at 
such elevated temperatures, so this signal can potentially be related to aerosol species like 
bacteria and/or fungal spores, which are ice active in this temperature regime (e.g., 27,28) or 
to aforementioned cross-correlation with meteorological conditions. 

Using the ability of DARDAR to penetrate through optically thick clouds and to retrieve 
information on cloud and hydrometeor properties almost down to the surface, we are able to 
assess whether an effect of the increased ice fraction due to presence of pollen on 
precipitation can be identified. As most precipitation over the continents stems from the ice 
phase (1), it is expected that the enhanced cloud ice fraction in response to a higher 
atmospheric pollen concentration leads to an increase of the fraction of clouds that 
precipitate. While for low pollen concentrations the fraction of precipitating clouds is 9.19 % 
± 0.37 %, it increases to 11.82 % ± 0.19 % for high pollen concentrations, where the given 
uncertainty is the 95 % confidence interval of the mean derived from bootstrapping with a 
sample size of 10000. We remark that not all of this increase is causally linked to the increase 
in ice-containing clouds. Alternative causes are a temporal correlation between the seasonal 
shift in precipitation frequency and pollen concentration as discussed for cloud ice fraction. 
Also, the opposite causality exists: precipitation affects pollen concentration in the 
atmosphere. While precipitation reduces the amount of aerosol in the atmosphere through wet 
deposition, it has also been demonstrated that pollen concentrations can even increase before 
and during rainfall events (29). A reason for this is that pollen can get lifted by higher winds 
speed before and during rainfall events. To be able to directly relate alteration in cloud ice 
fraction between high and low pollen concentrations to alteration in precipitation frequency, 
we calculated how this change translates into changes in precipitation frequency, given the 
cloud distribution by temperature and the change in precipitation probability (see materials 
and methods). We find, as expected, a smaller effect of pollen on the fraction of precipitating 
clouds from 9.53 % ± 0.02 % for low pollen cases to 10.13 % ± 0.01 % for high pollen cases. 
This still is a substantial absolute increase by 0.6 % in rain frequency due to the alteration in 
cloud glaciation over the continental USA during springtime.  

Anthropogenic climate change has already been shown to shift the start of springtime pollen 
emissions, lengthen the pollen season and increase the concentration of airborne pollen 
(30,31). These trends will continue to manifest themselves towards the end of the century due 
to increased temperatures, changes in precipitation amount and frequency and fertilizing 
effect of a higher CO2 concentration (32). Our results show that those changes can, at least 
regionally and during springtime, have a significant effect on cloud glaciation leading to an 
increase in precipitation frequency. The circumstance that several taxonomic groups of trees 
jointly produce the distinct peak in pollen production during MAM points to a potential role 
of biodiversity in controlling cloud glaciation and precipitation which demands further 
research.  
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Fig. 1. Schematic depiction of the proposed glaciating effect of pollen on mixed-phase 
clouds. During pollen season (b), cloud ice fraction is increased compared to situations with 
low pollen concentration (a), consequently leading to an increase in rain frequency.  
  



 

 

Fig. 2. Median of pollen concentration for multi-year averaged seasonal cycle at all 
pollen stations used in this study. A seven-day running mean was applied for smoothing the 
time series. The eleven most frequently counted pollen taxa are shown at a genus or family 
resolution. All other pollen taxa are subsumed under "Other pollen". 
  



 

 

Fig. 3. MODIS-derived mean difference in ice fraction ∆fi between high and low pollen 
concentrations as a function of cloud-top temperature. ∆fi is binned every 2 K and data 
are averaged for ten years from 2007 to 2016. MODIS data are sampled within a radius of 
100 km around each pollen station. Low pollen cases are defined as having a total pollen 
concentration at the station of less than 10 m-3 and high pollen cases are defined as having a 
total pollen concentration at the station of greater than 60 m-3. Shaded areas indicate the 95 % 
confidence interval of the mean as estimated from bootstrapping using a sample size of 
10000. 

 
  



 

Supplementary Materials 
 

Materials and Methods 
We employ ground-based pollen concentration data collected from stations within the United 
States (US) (the location of pollen stations used is given in Fig. S1). Pollen station data are 
disseminated by the National Allergy Bureau (NAB), which is part of the American Academy 
of Allergy, Asthma and Immunology (AAAAI). In this study, we use pollen concentrations 
collected by more than 50 surface stations in a period from 2007 to 2017. Each timeseries at a 
station contains pollen concentrations of up to 40 different pollen taxa, but due to a strong 
temporal correlation in pollen emission, we simplify the analysis by only using total pollen 
concentration in our analysis. We need to remark that not all stations cover the full time 
period of interest, but cloud properties in the vicinity of a pollen station are only sampled if 
information on pollen concentration is available. We chose a radius of 100 km around a 
pollen station where we sample cloud properties from satellite products as we consider pollen 
emission in a region to be spatiotemporally homogeneous. Such conditions can to some 
extent be assumed for regional scales of a few hundred kilometers with similar climatic 
conditions and similar composition of pollen emitting plants (33). We nevertheless do not 
want to overextend this assumption, as long-range transport clearly has been shown to 
decorrelate observed pollen concentrations from local emissions (34). For that reason, we 
evaluated the effect of using different sampling radii around the pollen stations for cloud 
properties from the satellites, but the findings in this study were independent of the employed 
sampling radius. 
We use daily data from the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) 
Level-2, Collection 6.1 dataset at a horizontal resolution of 1 km, from both, the Aqua and 
Terra satellites. Due to the wide swath of MODIS, a large number of satellite pixels are 
available in the vicinity of a pollen station, which enables us to calculate cloud ice fraction fi 
as a function of temperature (T) at each station and timestep. At each cloudy satellite pixel, 
the MODIS cloud phase retrieval indicates if a cloud is liquid or ice or if the cloud phase 
retrieval is uncertain. Due to the fact that the cloud phase retrieval in the MODIS dataset is 
dependent on information from shortwave spectral bands, we only use daytime overpasses in 
our analysis. Furthermore, we only consider pixels that are flagged as single-layer clouds by 
the MODIS retrieval to avoid uncertain retrievals in cloud top temperature and phase. From 
the ratio of pixels in the ice phase to the total number of cloudy pixels within the 100 km 
sampling radius, we calculate fi, binned by cloud top temperature at each station (s) and each 
satellite overpass/timesteps (t), defined as: 
 

𝑓!(𝑇, 𝑠, 𝑡) =
𝑛!"#(𝑇, 𝑠, 𝑡)
𝛴$𝑛$(𝑇, 𝑠, 𝑡)

 

 
Here we use a bin width of 2 K between –50 °C and 10 °C. To compare high and low pollen 
cases, we calculate the mean of fi at each temperature bin among all stations and timesteps, 
respectively. Here, a weighted mean is employed to give more weight to situations having 
more cloudy pixels within the sampling radius, such that: 
 

𝑓!(𝑇) = 𝛴%,'𝑤(𝑇, 𝑠, 𝑡)𝑓!(𝑇, 𝑠, 𝑡)	with	𝑤(𝑇, 𝑠, 𝑡) =
𝛴$𝑛$(𝑇, 𝑠, 𝑡)
𝛴$,%,'𝑛$(𝑇, 𝑠, 𝑡)

 



 
To quantify statistical uncertainty in the difference of 𝑓!(𝑇) between high and low pollen 
cases, we bootstrapped the mean of high and low pollen cases using a sample size of 10000 to 
calculate the 95 % confidence interval for this difference. 
We additionally use information on cloud properties from DARDAR (raDAR/liDAR; 24), 
combining data from a spaceborne cloud radar (CloudSat; 25) and cloud lidar (CALIPSO; 
26). In particular, we use information from the so-called DARDAR_MASK, which contains 
information on atmospheric features like the phase state of clouds, precipitation and 
atmospheric aerosols. The fact that information on atmospheric features are sampled along 
the ground track of the two satellites drastically limits the number of available data points in 
the vicinity of a pollen station. For that reason, we only look at the entire springtime period 
(MAM), increased the sampling radius to 200 km, and additionally increased the width of the 
temperature bins to 10 K. As DARDAR employs information from active sensors that are 
independent of insolation, we additionally use nighttime overpasses to increase the number of 
available overpasses over pollen stations. To be comparable to MODIS, we first have to 
detect cloud top in the DARDAR dataset. To avoid spurious detection of a cloud layer in 
DARDAR, at least four consecutive cloudy points within each vertical profile (which is 
equivalent to a geometrical cloud depth of at least 240 m) have to be present. The cloud phase 
at cloud top is then considered in the ice fraction calculation. We only use situations where 
only one single cloud top is detected in DARDAR to be comparable to MODIS data, where 
we also only consider single-layer clouds. While MODIS actually infers cloud top 
temperature from observed radiances, cloud top temperature in DARDAR is derived from 
ECMWF-AUX, the spatially interpolated meteorological analysis of the European Centre for 
Medium-Range Weather Prediction (ECMWF). MODIS only distinguishes between liquid 
and ice clouds, whereas in DARDAR also mixed-phase clouds (ice+supercooled) can be 
detected, which we consider to be in the liquid phase. Due to the limited amount of data 
points along the satellite ground track in the vicinity of pollen stations, we do not calculate 
ice fraction for a single pollen station, but calculate 𝑓! along the whole ground track: 
 

𝑓!(𝑇) =
𝑛!"#(𝑇)
𝛴$𝑛$(𝑇)

			𝑗 ∈ {ice,mixed-phase,supercooled,liquid}, 

 
where nj is the number of pixels of the respective cloud phase category. 
Using the ability of DARDAR to penetrate through optically thick clouds and to retrieve 
information on cloud and hydrometeor properties almost down to the surface, we are 
furthermore able to assess whether an effect of pollen on precipitation can be identified. We 
quantify this by comparing the fraction of precipitation clouds for high and low pollen 
situations. As information on whether a cloud is precipitating is derived from CloudSat, 
which suffers from ground clutter, we assume a cloud to be precipitating when the 
DARDAR_MASK profile indicates precipitation at 500 m above ground level. Using this 
information, we calculate the ratio of precipitating clouds 𝑓( for temperatures between –50 °C 
and 10 °C. Besides the directly derived fraction of precipitating clouds, we recalculate this 
value from changes in ice fraction, enabling us to quantify the effect of modified ice fraction 
on precipitation when pollen are present. Any deviation for the directly calculated 
precipitation fraction is indicative of other processes that influence rain fraction besides the 
glaciating effect of pollen. The total fraction of precipitating clouds can then be calculated as 
follows: 



𝑓((𝑇) = 𝑓!(𝑇)𝑝!"#(𝑇) + [1 − 𝑓!(𝑇)]𝑝)!* , 
 
where pice(T) / pliq(T) is the fraction of ice/liquid clouds that precipitate at a temperature bin, 
which we calculated from all available DARDAR profiles in the USA from 2007 to 2016. We 
again employ a weighted mean to calculate the mean fraction of precipitating clouds for all 
temperature bins from –50 °C and 10 °C: 

𝑓(,"+)" = 𝛴,𝑤(𝑇)𝑓((𝑇) 
 
where w(T) is the ratio of cloudy profiles to the number of cloudy profiles in that temperature 
bin. 
  



 

 

Fig. S1. 
Location of ground-based pollen stations used in the analysis.  



 

Fig. S2. 
Multi-year monthly averaged MODIS ice fraction difference ∆fi between the last and the 
first ten days of the respective month, averaged over all pollen stations.  
  



 
Fig. S3. 
As Fig. 3 but for the three geographical regions, indicated by the red boxes. 
  



 
 
Fig. S4. 
Scatter plots correlating column mass of different aerosol species from the CAMS aerosol 
reanalysis to ground based pollen concentration for springtime (March-April-May). CAMS 
reanalysis data is spatiotemporally sampled to data at the pollen stations. 
  



 

 
Fig. S5. 
As Fig. 3, but from DARDAR active satellite remote sensing retrievals, sampled within a 
radius of 200 km around each pollen station, using 10 K bins in cloud temperature, and 
considering the MAM period. 
 


